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Inferring regulatory networks is a challenging problem
 
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Expression data are used to infer networks

























There are two main families of methods
Score-based: compute statistical dependencies
between pairs of expression profiles (e.g. linear correlation)
Target gene
gene 1 gene 2 · · · gene p
gene 1 - 0.05 · · · 0.56
Regulating gene 2 0.19 - · · · 0.03
gene · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
gene p 0.11 0.42 · · · -
→ Fast, but can not make predictions
Model-based: learn a model capturing the dynamics
of the network (e.g. differential equations)
→ Realistic, but are limited to small networks 4 / 24
Hybrid approach: Jump3
- Model for gene expression




- Model for gene expression




- Model for gene expression
- Tree-based method for network reconstruction
Results
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For each gene i :
dxi = (Aiµi (t) + bi − λixi )dt + σdw(t)
xi (t): gene expression
µi (t): promoter activity state (0/1)
Ai , bi , λi : kinetic parameters
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We model the expression xi as a Gaussian process
- xi is completely described by its mean mi and covariance Ki
- For every finite set of time points: xi ∼ N (mi ,Ki )
- xi is observed with i.i.d. Gaussian noise: x̂i ∼ N (mi ,Ki + σ2obs I )
- We can compute the likelihood:
log p(x̂i ) = −
1
2
(x̂i −mi )>(Ki + σ2obs I )−1(x̂i −mi ) + ci
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Model: dxi = (Aiµi (t) + bi − λixi )dt + σdw(t)
Likelihood:




−1(x̂i −mi ) + ci
Goals (for each gene i):
1. Find the trajectory µi that maximises the likelihood
2. Find the genes that influence µi (network reconstruction)
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Hybrid approach: Jump3
- Model for gene expression
- Tree-based method for network reconstruction
Results
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Can deal with interacting features
Non-parametric
Work well with high-dimensional
datasets
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Each interior node tests
the expression of a regulator.
Each leaf is a prediction
of the promoter state of
the target gene.
Promoter states are not observed.
→ We can not use standard decision trees.
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Jump trees are learned through maximisation
of the likelihood
Start with µ1(t) = 0, ∀t
L = −2.56
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0, if x̂2(t) < c













0, if x̂2(t) < c










0, if x̂2(t) < c













0, if x̂2(t) < c













0, if x̂2(t) < c













0, if x̂2(t) < c
1, if x̂2(t) ≥ c
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0, if x̂2(t) < c
1, if x̂2(t) ≥ c
L = −2.35
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for each child node
L = 0.47
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TE TF TC TD
Repeat the procedure
for each child node
L = 2.14
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Stop when the likelihood
can not be increased
L = 2.14
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An ensemble of randomised trees is constructed
Randomise xi and c
µ1(t) =
{
0, if x̂i (t) < c
1, if x̂i (t) ≥ c
Extra-Trees (Geurts et al., Machine Learning, 2006):
- At each node, the best split is chosen among K random splits.
- The prediction of µ(t) is averaged over the trees.
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The tree-based model is informative







The variable importance is based on likelihood increase
At each tree node N :
I (N ) = Lafter − Lbefore
Lafter: likelihood after the split
Lbefore: likelihood before the split
Importance of regulator xi :
sum of I values over the nodes where xi appears

Weight of edge gene i → gene j :
importance of xi in the model predicting µj
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Jump3 predicts the states and the network topology






































Scores for all edges
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Hybrid approach: Jump3
- Model for gene expression
- Tree-based method for network reconstruction
Results
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Jump3 is competitive with existing methods
On/off model

















Jump3 is competitive with existing methods
DREAM4 model






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hubs TFs contain interferon genes, one gene associated with virus
infection, and cancer-associated genes.
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Summary and future work
Summary
Jump3: Semi-parametric model-based method
for network inference and modelling
Can be applied to large-scale networks
Yields good performances on artificial data
Can generate biologically meaningful hypotheses
Future work
Incorporation of model-based prior knowledge (i.e. dynamical
parametric model) within tree-based model.
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Mean and variance of the Gaussian process
SDE:




























For a single tree: ∑
i 6=j
wi→j = Lfin − Linit
wi→j : importance of gene i for the prediction of gene j
Linit: likelihood when µj(t) = 0, ∀t
Lfin: likelihood with learned µj(t)
↓
Positive bias for edges towards genes for which
Lfin − Linit is high
↓
Normalisation:
wi→j
Lfin − Linit
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